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1.0

INTRODUCTION
___________________________________________________________________________

1.1

This preliminary landscape and visual appraisal has been commissioned by
Thomas Homes and prepared by Adams Habermehl landscape architects. The
study considers the landscape and visual effects of proposed development at
Clifton Hampden, Oxfordshire, to inform a pre-application planning submission
to the local planning authority by Thomas Homes.

1.2

There are two proposed development areas, identified as ‘The Allotments Site’
and, ‘The Paddocks Site’, located respectively to the north and south of the
A415 Abingdon Road, as shown on Figure 1.

1.3

This landscape and visual appraisal is based on field work and desk study, with
site and contextual field work carried out in June 2020. As a ‘local’ landscape
practice, this appraisal also builds on an understanding of the sites’ setting
based on knowledge of the area and past contextual LVIA studies.

1.4

The appraisal is based on the principles of landscape and visual impact
assessment (LVIA) methodology1. LVIA is a tool used to identify and assess the
significance of and the effects of change resulting from development on both
the landscape as an environmental resource in its own right, and on public
views and visual amenity.

1

Guidelines for Landscape and Visual Impact Assessment- Third Edition. (The Landscape Institute and the Institute of
Environmental Management and Assessment, pub Routledge 2013 - ISBN 978-0-415-68004-2)
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2.0

THE SITES AND THEIR SETTING
___________________________________________________________________________

2.1

This landscape appraisal has been prepared through site and desk study, with
the desk study including the South Oxfordshire Landscape Character
Assessment (SOLCA)2.

2.2

As set out in the SOLCA, the document ‘should be used to understand the
landscape make up of an area to give context to scheme proposals. The
prevailing character of the landscape will help to shape the design and layout
of development. With each landscape area described in this report there is a
‘checklist’ for managing and mitigating change to help guide the creation of
neighbourhood development plans, development proposals and schemes
and to provide assistance to decision makers.’ Response to applicable
elements of the SOLCA checklist can therefore be used amongst criteria to test
the application scheme.

2.3

The SOLCA identifies the sites, and much of Clifton Hampden, at the margins
of the ‘Nuneham Courtenay Ridge’ landscape character type, and set above
the ‘River Thames Corridor’ landscape character type. The sites are within the
‘semi-enclosed farmed hills and valleys’ landscape type.

2.4

The SOLCA is fairly broad grain but identifies the landscape type key
characteristics. Elements considered applicable to Clifton Hampden are highlit for this study:
•

As above, (cross reference to SOLCA Open Farmed Hills & Valleys Key
characteristics) though with a stronger structure of hedgerows and trees
which provide clearer definition of field pattern.

•

Occurs mostly in association with settlements (e.g. Marsh Baldon),
where a smaller-scale field pattern and the hedgerow structure remain
more intact.

•

Predominantly intensive arable land use but some pockets of
permanent pasture occur, particularly around settlements and on
steeper hillsides.

•

Predominantly rural character. Note the SOLCA ‘as above’ cross
reference to the Open farmed Hills & Valleys Key characteristics also
includes Predominantly rural character but some localised intrusion of
main roads, overhead power lines and built development.

•

Landform and landscape structure create enclosure and reduce
intervisibility.

Landscape appraisal
2.5

The two sites are located at the western flank of Clifton Hampden, to north and
south of the Abingdon Road. Clifton Hampden is a small village settlement with
a prevalence of 19th C or earlier traditional and estate cottage pattern
dwellings, as well as larger houses set in mature gardens. A primary school,
village hall and church are all set close to the village core and the greater part

2

Landscape Character Assessment for the Local Plan 2033. Prepared by Lepus Consulting for SODC, November
2017
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of the village, including the two proposed sites, fall within the Clifton Hampden
Conservation Area.
2.6

There is a strong level of tree and hedge cover through the village, with mature
trees in gardens, road edge and green-space areas and, within the river
corridor. Roadside agricultural hedge-lines meet the village edge, and then
frontage boundaries are predominantly hedge and timber-picket cottage
style fencing, with a lesser proportion of stone or brick walling.

2.7

The village’s wider context combines agricultural, wooded and riverine
countryside, with elements of large scale development and a strong highway
pattern. The north of Clifton Hampden is framed by arable agriculture, treelined hedges and woodland. Mixed agriculture and housing form a broken
development pattern along the A415 towards Burcot to the east. Local
topography falls to the River Thames corridor with river, bridge and balance of
meadows and strong tree groups to the south. To the west, the adjacent
agricultural village setting is contained by hedge and tree lines, which progress
to strong but incomplete patterns of roadside tree and hedge planting on the
A415 and adjoining fields. This partial containment then gives way to large
scale landscape and development at the Culham Science Centre, and wide
‘Nuneham Courtenay Ridge’ and Thames Valley views.

2.8

The village is bisected east - west by the A415 road and, north-south by the
offset B4015 Oxford Road and, High Street, leading to the river crossing. This
results in a heavy traffic presence through much of Clifton Hampden, dividing
the village in spite of the broadly cohesive settlement character.

2.9

As shown on Figure 1, the Allotment Site is a rectangular area of approximately
3 Ha in two distinct halves, but contained within a shared landscape pattern.
The northern half is actively farmed arable land and functionally managed,
whilst the southern half comprises of largely redundant and unmanaged
allotment land with limited active allotments, as well as the village hall and
associated car park.

2.10

Historic OS mapping suggest this site was in normal agricultural use with the
‘Reading Room’ (village Hall) included at the turn of the 19thC. The allotments
themselves do not appear to have been included in mapping and are
assumed to be a 20thC development.

2.11

The Allotment Site is contained by tall garden hedgerow boundaries to housing
on Watery Lane to the east; a strong tree belt to the north; a tall double hedge
line and trees to the west and; a strong roadside hedge to the Abingdon Road
southern boundary. The arable and allotment areas are loosely separated by
an open line of semi-mature trees, with occasional semi-mature or scrubby
trees elsewhere through the allotments.

2.12

The landscape components of the site are typical village edge elements and
not unusual in context. The redundant allotment land, scrubby tree cover and
open car park are of low landscape value, the arable land is relatively neutral,
whilst the strong containing boundary vegetation contributes to a locally
important structural landscape pattern.

2.13

There are public footpath routes within the site’s eastern and northern
boundaries with open views over the site. There is a further footpath set
between the two tall agricultural hedge-lines at the site’s western boundary
and thus screened from the site except at a mid-point hedgerow agricultural
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access gap. The site is significantly screened from the eastern Watery Lane
housing by tall garden boundary hedge lines, whilst a lower hedge section and
tree groups effectively frame views to and from the three-storey listed
‘Courtiers’ house. The eastern garden hedges include strong evergreen cover
whilst the northern and western tree and hedge-lines are tall but deciduous
agricultural pattern.
2.14

The Allotment Site is screened from eastbound Abingdon Road traffic by tall
deciduous hedge cover, but stationary or westbound viewers have gap views
across the village hall car park. The Abingdon Road footway / cycle-path
provides similar viewpoints to other road users, whilst housing to the south of the
Abingdon Road is substantially screened by boundary fence, hedge and treelines.

2.15

The Paddocks Site is an irregularly shaped pasture field of around 1.5Ha.
Historic OS plans show the land as orchard to Upper Town Farm in the late 19th
C, but without categorisation (presumed declining orchard and transition to
standard pasture) in the 20th C. The site area and overall boundaries appear
unchanged since the 19th C. The Paddocks Site is currently used as horse
pasture and includes associated temporary stables buildings.

2.16

The northern Abingdon Road boundary comprises a dense agricultural hedgeline, with a field gate access. The centre half of the hedge boundary is backed
with a secondary tree line, producing a strong combined boundary screen.
The north-west boundary limit adjoins an electricity substation building with an
associated hedge break to the road, and associated minor glimpsed road or
pavement views into the site.

2.17

The southern (SW to SE) boundary is stepped around adjoining garden and
property boundaries as per the historic OS layout, with an old barn boundary
wall and, mature and outgrown boundary hedge vegetation reflecting the
unchanged settlement pattern. This stepped boundary provides a strongly
screened site edge, whilst dwellings to the south are generally set down the
‘river cliff’ slope and at a lower level, facing the Thames corridor.

2.18

The eastern site boundary includes a narrow public footpath corridor between
a damaged picket style fence and scrubby vegetation to the paddock edge,
and a garden boundary of tall close-board fence and tall hedge to the
adjoining dwelling. The footpath users’ relatively open view across the
paddock are lost as the path turns along the south-east paddock edge.

2.19

The interior of the paddock is grassland as grazing pasture and with a number
of young-mature parkland style trees in individual metal tree guards. The
pasture is subdivided into grazing areas with electric tape fencing, as is
commonplace with horse pasture.

2.20

The landscape components of the Paddocks Site, including strong boundary
hedge and tree cover, parkland trees and open grassland are appropriate to
context and provide positive elements within the village edge landscape
structure, but are not uncommon in this setting. The site interior is largely
screened, but with the northern boundary contributing to roadside views.
Whilst the site’s footpath corridor and boundaries are constrained and visually
poor, wider views across the site are positive but unexceptional, representing
a balance of village edge components.
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3.0

DEVELOPMENT PROPOSALS
___________________________________________________________________________

3.1

The development proposals are included within the preliminary landscape
plans at Appendix 1, but reference should be made to the full design proposals
by Woodfield Brady Architects. The design proposals have been developed
over the past year in consultation and partnership with the local community,
with scheme iterations to seek to maximise community and development
benefits, whilst minimising impacts.
Allotments Site

3.2

In summary, the Allotments Site proposes built development at the south of the
site (the redundant allotments area) and open space uses at the northern
(current arable) area.

3.3

The southern, built development elements, include revised highway access
with potential hedge re-planting works to achieve sight-lines; a GP medical
surgery with primary and overflow car parking; 16 dwellings with street and
private garden space; a minor extension to the existing village hall; ‘village
green’ and ‘public square’ public open space and; strong structural tree and
hedge planting measures for landscape reinforcement and visual screening.
The northern site area includes a burial ground and new allotment areas with
associated car parking; a community orchard; biodiverse SUDS drainage
provision; woodland pattern planting for landscape structure, amenity and
biodiversity and; a pattern of functional and recreational paths connecting to
the perimeter footpath network.
Paddocks Site

3.4

The Paddock Site development is based on a farmstead style building cluster
of four dwellings, with new highway access drive. The layout retains the open
pasture and parkland trees to the northern and eastern aspects, with new large
growing trees and low-key parkland rail to the drive edge. Gardens are set
against the visually closed south-western residential boundaries and are
strongly screened at their outer edges. The Abingdon Road access will require
work to accommodate sight lines, with additional hedge and tree planting
proposed to maintain a strong landscape boundary. The footpath corridor is
proposed to be improved with new boundary fencing providing detailed
enhancement and a more open visual aspect onto the pasture.
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4.0

LANDSCAPE AND VISUAL EFFECTS OF DEVELOPMENT
___________________________________________________________________________
Landscape effects

4.1

The main landscape effects of development would be:
The Allotments Site:


Increase in built development and reduction in open landscape areas;



Loss of derelict allotments and re-provision of a similar area of new
allotments;



Some hedge removal and strong landscape replanting works to
accommodate a new Abingdon Road access;



Loss of arable land, but new woodland, biodiverse wetland and
amenity access land.

4.2

The existing Allotments Site landscape components are considered to have a
low to moderate local value, contributing to village edge landscape structure.
The proposals will result in an early loss of landscape elements, but with new
layout and planting establishing over an assumed 10 year period to provide a
landscape setting of equal value. This equates to minor to low-moderate local
landscape impact at year 1, reducing to low minor to neutral landscape
impact at year 10 and ongoing landscape enhancement with continued
establishment over time.

4.3

The Paddocks Site:

4.4



Increase in built development and reduction in open landscape pasture
areas, but with additional tree and hedge planting associated with the
dwellings and drive;



Some hedge removal and strong landscape replanting works to
accommodate a new Abingdon Road access;



Landscape management and replacement fencing as enhancement
to the footpath corridor.

The existing Paddocks Site landscape components are considered to have a
moderate local value, contributing to village edge landscape structure. The
proposals will result in a reduction of open landscape and an early loss of some
landscape elements, but with new planting establishing over an assumed 10
year period to provide equal landscape elements within a reduced area. This
is assessed to equate to low-moderate local landscape impact at year 1,
reducing to minor local landscape impact at year 10 and ongoing landscape
enhancement with continued landscape establishment over time.
Visual effects
The Allotments Site

4.5

The LVIA process mainly considers public viewpoints and the proposed
redevelopment measures will result in clear change to views from the eastern
and northern site boundary footpaths, with hedge-gap view changes from the
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western site footpath. The footpath views will be to new buildings and other
built infrastructure, as well as clear change in the open space uses.
4.6

There will be changes to public site views from the A415 road and footpath
immediately adjacent to the site, and to views from the east extending to the
centre of the village at the High St / Abingdon Road junction. Views from the
east would be likely to include the proposed surgery building. Views from the
south are likely to be more open, with views to the new dwellings along the
access road and through any early sight-line hedge loss prior to establishment
of new hedge and boundary screen planting.

4.7

Assuming winter trimming of the wider A415 roadside hedges, there are likely
to be filtered winter views to the first floors and rooflines of site buildings from a
minor crest on the A415, some 150m west of the site boundary. However, the
established and retained western site boundary vegetation, other local
topography and wider landscape screening of tree and hedge cover is
expected to screen summer views and wider general approach views from the
A415 or other locations to the west.

4.8

Views to the proposed Allotment Site development will be in the context of the
existing settlement and immediately adjacent buildings which currently form
part of the receptors’ views, diminishing the impact magnitude of change.
Recreational path users are considered to have medium sensitivity whilst
motorists will have low sensitivity to change. Notwithstanding the current
neglected site character, for year 1, this is assessed to result in a low-moderate
local visual impact on footpath users and, minor visual impact on road users.
By year 10, screen planting and an intended positive landscape setting will
have established, resulting in a minor impact on pedestrians and negligible
impact on motorists, over current baseline conditions.
The Paddocks Site

4.9

The proposed development is set to the south of the Paddocks Site, away from
A415 view-points. There will be A415 views to the changed road frontage, with
access point end hedge works for sight lines. There will also be very limited
views along the site access drive to the proposed buildings. The eastern
boundary footpath will have views across the paddock to the new
development as a farmstead building group responding to the pattern of
traditional buildings in the village.

4.10

Allowing for the development and preliminary landscape measures shown
(Appendix 1), the Paddocks development is expected to result in a year 1
minor / low moderate local impact for footpath users and negligible / minor
local impact for motorists. By year 10, this is expected to change to a minor
local visual impact for pedestrians and negligible visual impact for motorists.

4.11

For both the Allotments Site and the Paddocks Site, it can be expected that
ongoing landscape establishment will continue to improve the
accommodation of development and enhancement of the visual context,
with any recorded visual impacts diminishing and visual character further
improving over time.
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5.0

CONCLUSIONS
___________________________________________________________________________

5.1

The Clifton Hampden Allotments Site and Paddocks Site development
proposals have been assessed for landscape and visual effects through desk
and field-based assessment processes.

5.2

The built development is set out in Woodfield Brady Architects’ proposals with
landscape measures by Adams Habermehl landscape architects. The primary
built development proposals have been established in partnership with the
community to balance benefits and mitigate potential impacts. Whilst at a
preliminary stage, the landscape proposals seek to provide further benefit and
mitigative measures.

5.3

The proposed built development and associated landscape measures are
assessed to result in short-term minor to low-moderate local landscape impacts
at year 1, reducing to neutral-to-minor landscape impacts by year 10. This will
be followed by further impact diminution / enhancement with ongoing
landscape establishment over time. Similarly, visual impacts are assessed to
range from negligible to low-moderate impacts at year 1, through to negligible
to minor visual impacts at year 10. These measurements are set over current
baseline conditions, and further enhancement would be expected with
ongoing landscape establishment after year 10. This study is to assess a preapplication submission and it is assumed that the development and landscape
measures proposed will be further refined in advance of a planning submission.

5.4

Based on submitted materials and normal design development processes, it is
assessed that that the Allotments and Paddocks Site proposals will lead to
satisfactory landscape and visual outcomes without unacceptable impacts.
Further requirements to safeguard landscape and visual matters can be
adequately conditioned and should not be a constraint to progression of the
project through to planning approval.
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FIGURE 1

LANDSCAPE CONTEXT

APPENDIX 1 PRELIMINARY LANDSCAPE DESIGN PROPOSALS
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